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Data analysis for the proposed Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will be complicated by the
huge number of sources in the LISA band. In the frequency band �10�4 � 2� 10�3 Hz, galactic
white dwarf binaries (GWDBs) are sufficiently dense in frequency space that it will be impossible to
resolve most of them, and ‘‘confusion noise’’ from the unresolved Galactic binaries will dominate over
instrumental noise in determining LISA’s sensitivity to other sources in that band. Confusion noise from
unresolved extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) could also contribute significantly to LISA’s total noise
curve. To date, estimates of the effect of LISA’s confusion noise on matched-filter searches and their
detection thresholds have generally approximated the noise as Gaussian, based on the central limit
theorem. However in matched-filter searches, the appropriate detection threshold for a given class of
signals may be located rather far out on the tail of the signal-to-noise probability distribution, where a
priori it is unclear whether the Gaussian approximation is reliable. Using the Edgeworth expansion and
the theory of large deviations, we investigate the probability distribution of the usual matched-filter
detection statistic, far out on the tail of the distribution. We apply these tools to four somewhat idealized
versions of LISA data searches: searches for EMRI signals buried in GWDB confusion noise, and
searches for massive black hole binary signals buried in (i) GWDB noise, (ii) EMRI noise, and (iii) a sum
of EMRI noise and Gaussian noise. Assuming reasonable short-distance cutoffs in the populations of
confusion sources (since the very closest and hence strongest sources will be individually resolvable),
modifications to the appropriate detection threshold, due to the non-Gaussianity of the confusion noise,
turn out to be quite small for realistic cases. The smallness of the correction is partly due to the fact that
these three types of sources evolve on quite different time scales, so no single background source closely
resembles any search template. We also briefly discuss other types of LISA searches where the non-
Gaussianity of LISA’s confusion backgrounds could perhaps have a much greater impact on search
reliability and efficacy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data analysis for the proposed Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA) will be complicated by the huge
number of sources in the LISA band. For example, while
LISA is expected to detect of the order of 104 individual
compact binaries (especially white dwarf–white dwarf bi-
naries) in our Galaxy, in the frequency band�10�4 � 2�
10�3 Hz such binaries are sufficiently dense in frequency
space that it will be impossible to resolve most of them.
The ‘‘confusion noise’’ from all the unresolved Galactic
binaries will dominate over instrumental noise in determin-
ing LISA’s sensitivity to other sources in that band.
Extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) are another very
important category of LISA sources. EMRIs are inspirals
of stellar-mass compact objects (white dwarfs, neutron
stars, or black holes) into massive (� 106M�) black holes
(MBHs) in galactic nuclei. Because of their extremely
small mass ratio, EMRI sources remain in the LISA band
for time scales of the order of years. While LISA can do a
great deal of interesting science with individually detected
EMRIs, the EMRIs that are too faint to be resolved also
constitute a confusion background, partially masking other
sources. Barack and Cutler [1] (hereinafter BC) estimated
the spectral density of confusion noise from unresolved

EMRIs and found that it becomes comparable to that of
LISA’s instrumental noise or white dwarf (WD) confusion
noise only if EMRI event rates turn out to be at the high end
of the estimated range. BC therefore concluded that LISA’s
EMRI confusion background would be rather benign: ei-
ther the EMRI rates are low-to-medium, in which case non-
EMRI noise sources dominate the total noise, or the EMRI
rates are high, in which case noise from unresolvable
EMRIs could dominate, but the EMRI detection rate is
also higher (which would more than compensate, from a
scientific standpoint).

However there is a potential caveat to BC’s treatment of
EMRI confusion noise (as well as to many discussions of
the white dwarf confusion noise) related to the Gaussianity
of that noise. Because the number of undetected galactic
white dwarf binaries (GWDBs) or EMRIs will be large (�
107–108 for GWDBs and �105–106 for EMRIs), the con-
fusion background has generally been treated as approxi-
mately Gaussian, based on an appeal to the central limit
theorem. However in matched-filter searches, the detection
threshold for a given class of signals may be located rather
far out on the tail of the signal-to-noise probability distri-
bution. For example, in searching for EMRIs, the vast
number of independent EMRI signals that can be
searched-for necessitates a detection threshold of �14�
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[2], assuming Gaussian statistics; similarly we estimate
that searches for massive black hole binaries (MBHBs)
will require a signal-to-noise detection threshold of �7�,
to keep false alarms at an acceptable level. Then naturally
one must confront the question: How much does the tail of
the distribution of the usual detection statistic deviate from
Gaussian in the range �7� 14�? In other words, how
often does the confusion background manage to mimic the
signals searched for, at the level of the usual detection
threshold? Or put yet another way: how much higher
must one set the detection threshold to compensate for
the non-Gaussianity of the tail of the distribution? We
analyze these questions by harnessing two tools from
statistics, namely, the Edgeworth expansion and the theory
of large deviations, and applying them to model problems
that are somewhat idealized versions of the cases that will
arise in actual LISA data analysis.

In this paper we will be concerned with three types of
LISA sources, all of which are binaries: GWDBs, MBHBs,
and EMRIs. To make the calculations below analytically
tractable, we shall assume that the binary orbits are quasi-
circular (i.e., circular except for a slow inspiral due to
gravitational radiation reaction), and we shall approximate
each gravitational waveform by its lowest-order piece in a
post-Newtonian expansion. Also, while LISA should re-
turn two independent science data channels (and a third at
high frequency), for simplicity we shall treat the output as a
single channel. Other simplifications and approximations
are discussed below.

To avoid confusion, we should emphasize that in this
paper we are mainly interested in detections near the
threshold signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Now, the strongest
MBHB signals detected by LISA (perhaps from �106M�
MBHs merging at redshift z < 1) will likely have
(matched-filtering) SNRs �103; however those are not
the MBHB signals that interest us here. Instead, when we
discuss searches for MBHB signals, we are mainly inter-
ested in the most distant resolvable ones; e.g., mergers of
�104M� MBHs at z� 20. Likewise when we discuss
searches for EMRI signals, our interest is in the weakest
resolvable ones. Of course, the overall detection rates will
likely be dominated by the weakest detectable signals.

This paper is structured as follows. We first discuss, in
Sec. II, the role of confusion noise in a matched-filter
search and show how it reduces to a statistical problem
involving sums of independent identically distributed ran-
dom variables. We then describe in some detail the two
statistical techniques we apply in this paper, namely, the
Edgeworth expansion and the theory of large deviations.
Next, in Sec. III, we describe in detail our toy models for
the GWDB and EMRI confusion noise, respectively. In
particular we discuss our model waveforms, which are
simply Newtonian circular-orbit chirps, and our choices
for binary parameter distributions. Finally in Sec. IV we
use the confusion noise models of Sec. III and apply the

tools described in Sec. II to four model searches: searches
for EMRIs signals imbedded in GWDB confusion noise
and searches for MBHBs imbedded in (i) GWDB noise,
(ii) EMRI noise, and (iii) the sum of EMRI noise and
Gaussian noise (instrumental plus GWDB), respectively.
In each case we obtain the probability distributions for the
usual detection statistic and assess the impact of the non-
Gaussianity of the confusion noise on the appropriate
detection threshold. Our conclusions are summarized in
Sec. V. In an appendix we present a heuristic derivation of
the central result in large-deviations theory (Chernoff’s
formula), describe its relation to the Edgeworth expansion,
and apply it to a simple, illustrative case–the binomial
distribution.

Throughout this paper, we use geometrical units in
which G � c � 1. Therefore everything can be measured
in our fundamental unit of seconds. For familiarity, we
sometimes express quantities in terms of year, Mpc, orM�,
which are related to our fundamental unit by 1 yr �
3:1556� 107 s, 1 Mpc � 1:029� 1014 s, and 1 M� �
4:926� 10�6 s.

II. STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS

A. Confusion noise in matched-filter searches

As an introduction to the general problem of searching
for gravitational-wave (GW) signals that may be buried in
confusion noise, consider a LISA data set s�t� that is
dominated by instrumental noise plus unresolved back-
ground signals, but which may also contain some resolv-
able signal proportional to h�t�; i.e.,

 s�t� � n�t� �
XN
i�1

hi�t� � �h�t� (2.1)

where n�t� represents (Gaussian) instrumental noise, the
sum over N sources represents the confusion background,
h�t� is the sought-for signal [normalized to �hjh� � 1,
where the inner product �j� is defined below], and � rep-
resents the overall strength of the sought-for signal. If h�t�
is simply not present in the data, then � � 0. For example,
the background signals hi�t� could be from GWDBs,1

while h�t� is the gravitational-wave signal from some
MBHB. In a matched-filter search for h�t� in this data
set, one basically just computes the inner product �sjh�:

 �sjh� � �njh� �
XN
i

xi � �; (2.2)

where �njh� is a Gaussian random variable, and where each
xi 	 �hijh� is a random variable drawn from some proba-
bility distribution function (PDF) p�x�. There must be

1Since the WD binaries are located much closer to us than the
sought-for MBHB, their summed signal is sometimes called
‘‘foreground’’ instead of ‘‘background.’’ However we shall refer
to all confusion noise populations simply as ‘‘backgrounds.’’
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some threshold value �th, such that when �sjh�> �th one
can claim a detection with very high confidence (say,
>99%). But what is this threshold value? To compute
�th, we need to know the probability distribution of the sum

 X 	
XN
i

xi: (2.3)

Most of the work in this paper will be spent in estimating
the probability distribution function for X, PN�X�, given its
parent distribution p�x�. We will be particularly concerned
with the behavior of PN�X� at large X—out on the
‘‘high-�’’ tail. In the next subsection we describe two tools
from statistics that are quite useful in this context.

B. The central limit theorem and beyond

Let p�x� be some normalized PDF. The qth moment of
p�x� is defined to be

 �q 	 E
xq� �
Z
xqp�x�dx: (2.4)

We shall assume for convenience that �1 (the mean value
of x) vanishes, since it automatically does so in all appli-
cations in this paper. We shall also assume that the second
moment �2 (the variance of x) exists, and define �x 	������
�2
p

. Let Z be the average value of N samples from this
distribution:

 Z 	
1

N

XN
i�1

xi: (2.5)

Then the central limit theorem basically states that in the
limit of large N, the PDF for Z, PN�Z�, approaches a
Gaussian with variance �2=N. Defining the rescaled vari-
able Y 	

���
N
p

�x
Z, we have

 PN�Y� !
1�������
2�
p exp

�
�
Y2

2

�
(2.6)

as N ! 1.
While the central limit theorem states that PN�Y� con-

verges to a Gaussian for large N, for this paper it is crucial
to realize that the convergence of the ratio
PN�Y�=
�2��

�1=2e�Y
2=2� to unity can be remarkably slow

at large values of Y. This is particularly true if some higher
moments of p�x� diverge, as happens, e.g., if p�x� has only
power-law decrease at large x.

To quote standard theorems on the convergence of
PN�Y� to a Gaussian, we need a few more definitions.
Define FN�Y� to be the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of PN�Y�,

 FN�Y� �
Z Y

�1
PN� ~Y�d ~Y; (2.7)

and let �FN�Y� be the complementary function to FN�Y�:

 

�F N�Y� �
Z 1
Y
PN� ~Y�d ~Y � 1� FN�Y�: (2.8)

Also define ��Y� to be the CDF of a Gaussian,

 ��Y� 	
1�������
2�
p

Z Y

�1
e� ~Y2=2d ~Y: (2.9)

and let

 

���Y� 	
1�������
2�
p

Z Y

�1
e� ~Y2=2d ~Y � 1���Y�: (2.10)

Of course, ���Y� � �1=2�erfc�Y=
���
2
p
�, where ‘‘erfc’’ is the

complementary error function.
Now let us further assume that the absolute third mo-

ment �3 	 E
jxj3�> 0 of the parent distribution p�x� ex-
ists and is finite. For this case, a well-known result on the
convergence of (2.6) is the Berry-Esséen theorem, which
states that for all Y and N,

 sup
Y
jFN�Y� ���Y�j � C

�3

�3
x
N�1=2: (2.11)

where C is some constant less than 0.7655 [3,4]. Of course,
this is equivalent to

 sup
Y
j �FN�Y� � ���Y�j � C

�3

�3
x
N�1=2: (2.12)

Now let us consider the practical implications of the
Berry-Esséen theorem. What threshold value Yth ensures
that, say, �FN�Yth�< 10�6? Since ���4:8916� � 10�6, a first
estimate based on the central limit theorem would be Yth 
4:8916. However, by Eq. (2.12), the error in this estimate
(for �3=�3

x of order one) can be of order N�1=2. So the
potential error in the Gaussian estimate greatly exceeds
that estimate itself unless N > 1012! More generally, for
large Y,N must be exponentially large—of order eY

2
—for

the right-hand side of (2.12) to be smaller than ���Y�.
When higher moments of p�x� exist, one can systemati-

cally improve on the central limit theorem estimate of
PN�Y�. These improvements are described in the next
two subsections.

C. The Edgeworth expansion

The key ingredient in constructing the Edgeworth ex-
pansion is the cumulant generating functional of a PDF,
defined as

 ��!� 	 lnE
ei!x� � ln
Z 1
�1

ei!xp�x�dx: (2.13)

One can expand the exponential and then the logarithm
about ! � 0 in (2.13) to obtain the following series for the
cumulant generating functional:

 ��!� �
X1
q�2

�q
q!
�i!�q; (2.14)
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where �q is called the qth cumulant of the parent distribu-
tion. Now consider the cumulant generating functional
��!� of PN�Y�, which is given by

 ��!� � lnE
ei!Y� � N�
�

!����������
N�2

x

p �

� N
X1
q�2

�q=�
q
x

q!

�
i!����
N
p

�
q
; (2.15)

where �2
x � �2. Notice that ��!� depends only on N and

the cumulants of p�x�. Taking the exponential of both sides
of (2.15), formally expanding the results around ! � 0,
and then gathering terms according to powers of N�1=2

yields

 E
ei!Y� � e�!
2=2

�
1�

X1
r�1

Pr�i!�

Nr=2

�
; (2.16)

where Pr�i!� is a polynomial in i! depending only on the
cumulants �q. Since the left-hand side of (2.16) is simply
the Fourier transform of PN�Y�, taking the inverse trans-
form on both sides of (2.16) finally gives

 PN�Y� �
1�������
2�
p e�Y

2=2

�
1�

X1
r�1

Qr�Y�

Nr=2

�
; (2.17)

where the Qr�Y� are polynomials in Y. The first few terms
of the series are
 

PN�Y� �
1�������
2�
p e�Y

2=2

�
1�

�3=�3
x

6
����
N
p H3�Y� �

�4=�4
x

24N
H4�Y�

�
�2

3=�
6
x

72N
H6�Y� �O�N

�3=2�

�
; (2.18)

where Hq�Y� is the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomial of
order q, the ones appearing above being
 

H3�Y� � Y3 � 3Y (2.19a)

H4�Y� � Y4 � 6Y2 � 3 (2.19b)

H6�Y� � Y6 � 15Y4 � 45Y2 � 15: (2.19c)

At this point we should emphasize that while the
Edgeworth series (2.17) is formally correct, it does not
converge in general. Rather, in the limit N ! 1 it provides
an asymptotic expansion of the true CDF FN�Y�. More
precisely, let �r�Y� be related to the polynomials Qr�Y�
defined above by

 �r�Y� �
Z Y

�1

e� ~Y2=2�������
2�
p Qr� ~Y�d ~Y: (2.20)

Assume that the first k cumulants �q exist, for some k � 3.
Also assume that limT!1 supjtj>T jv�t�j< 1, where

 v�t� 	
Z
eitxp�x�dx: (2.21)

[This condition on v�t�will be easily satisfied for all parent
distributions p�x�we consider.] Then Theorem 3 in Sec. IV
of Petrov [5] states that
 

lim
N!1

N�k�2�=2�1� jYjk�

�

��������FN�Y� ���Y� �
Xk�2

r�1

N�r=2�r�Y�
��������� 0 (2.22)

uniformly in Y (�1< Y <1).
Assuming that p��x� � p�x� (as will be true for all

examples considered in this paper), so that the odd cumu-
lants of p�x� all vanish, and assuming the first k cumulants
exist (for k even), then this theorem implies that the error in
the �k� 2�th-order approximation to FN�Y� scales like
N�k=2 as N ! 1. For example, assuming �4 exists, the
error in the second-order Edgeworth expansion of FN�Y�
scales like N�2 for sufficiently large N. E.g., assuming
�4=�4

x is of order 1, one therefore generally requires N >
108 for this potential error to be smaller than 10�16.
(Again, if one uses �1014 independent templates in the
search, then one would want the false alarm probability for
any one of them to be smaller than �10�16.)

Now fix Y and N. Since the Edgeworth series is only
asymptotic, one will typically find that the first few terms
in the series might get smaller and smaller, and their sum
ever closer to PN�Y�, but eventually the terms in the series
may start to grow and the sum diverges. A useful rule of
thumb is then to truncate the Edgeworth expansion before
the first term that is larger than the previous ones.

If not all moments �q exist, it becomes clear why the
Edgeworth series cannot converge, since all terms in the
expansion decrease exponentially with Y at large Y, while
FN�Y� falls off much more slowly. To see this, consider the
case where p�x� is an even function having a power-law
tail:

 p�x� ! B�mx x�m�1 for jxj � �x (2.23)

for some constant B and some odd m> 0. Let f�x� be the
CDF for p�x�, and let �f�x� 	 1� f�x�. Then clearly
�f�x� ! �B=m��x=�x�

�m at large x. Now fix the number
of samples, N. Following Bazant [6], we note that the
probability that the sum

PN
i�1�N

1=2�x�
�1xi is greater

than some value Y is clearly of the same order or greater
than the probability that any single term in the sum is
greater than Y, so

 

�F N�Y� * N �f�N1=2�xY� ! �B=m�N
1�m=2Y�m (2.24)

at large Y. So if the parent distribution has a power-law tail,
then for any fixed N, PN�Y� has the same power-law falloff
at very large Y. (Of course, the above argument just shows
that �FN�Y� falls off no faster than Y�m; however it seems
likely that �FN�Y� and �f�x� fall off according to the same
power law at large Y and x, respectively [6].)
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This line of reasoning suggests that the Edgeworth ex-
pansion becomes unreliable at values of Y such that

 �B=m�N1�m=2Y�m > Y�1e�Y
2=2 (2.25)

or

 Y2 > �m� 2� lnN � 2�m� 1� lnY � 2 ln�B=m�:

(2.26)

We shall typically be interested in cases where N is large
enough that the �m� 2� lnN dominates the right-hand
side of (2.26). In that case, we obtain the rule of thumb
that the Edgeworth expansion (and its first term, the central
limit theorem estimate) become unreliable for Y >���������������������������
�m� 2� lnN

p
. So the range of validity of the Edgeworth

expansion increases only like the square root of the ex-
ponent m describing the power-law falloff of p�x�.

The situation changes dramatically if the parent distri-
bution p�x� falls to zero exponentially (or faster) as x! 1.
In that case large-deviations theory guarantees that PN�Z�
also has exponential falloff as Z! 1. We turn to this
subject next.

D. The theory of large deviations

The goal of large-deviations theory is to determine the
PDF of the random variable Z, defined above in Eq. (2.5),
on the high-� tails. From the parent distribution p�x�, one
begins by defining a modified cumulant generating func-
tional ���� as

 ���� � ln
Z
e�xp�x�dx: (2.27)

[Comparing with (2.13), we see that this is simply the usual
cumulant generating functional evaluated at imaginary
frequency ! � �i�.] Note that this integral does not exist
unless p�x� falls to zero exponentially fast as x! 1. To
emphasize this point: if p�x� has a power-law tail as x!
1, then ���� does not exist and the results of large-
deviations theory do not apply. In the rest of this subsec-
tion, we will assume p�x� is sufficiently well behaved at
large x that ���� exists. Then the basic result of large-
deviations theory is a theorem due to Cramér (e.g., see [7]),
which states that

 lim
N!1

1

N
ln �FN�Z� ! �I�z�; (2.28)

where

 I�Z� � max
�

Z�� �����: (2.29)

This basically implies that for large N and arbitrary Z, the
PDF of the random variable Z is well approximated by

 PN�Z�  C exp
�NI�Z�� (2.30)

where C is a normalization constant. Equation (2.29) is
sometimes referred to in the literature as Chernoff’s for-

mula, and the function I�Z� is called the ‘‘rate function.’’
Clearly I�Z� is the Legendre transform of ����.

There are well-known, close connections between
Chernoff’s formula and statistical mechanics. Roughly, �
is like an inverse-temperature, ���� is analogous to the
Helmholz free energy, and �NI�Z� is analogous to the
entropy. A gentle introduction to large-deviations theory is
given in Ref. [8]. Since we presume most of our readers are
unfamiliar with large-deviations theory, we also give a
short, heuristic derivation of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) in
Appendix A.

III. CONFUSION NOISE FROM POPULATIONS OF
BINARIES

In this paper, all the GW sources we consider are types
of binaries: WD binaries, MBHBs, and EMRIs. We shall
be considering the problems of searching for one type of
binary in the confusion noise produced by a large number
of unresolved sources of a different type; e.g., considering
the search for MBHBs buried in the confusion background
of unresolved WDs or unresolved EMRIs. Since this paper
represents a first-cut at the problem of estimating the non-
Gaussian tails of the detection statistic, we shall simplify
the analysis by approximating all three types of binaries as
being in (nonprecessing) quasicircular orbits. We further
approximate the emitted gravitational waveform as a sim-
ple chirp, with instantaneous frequency f equal to twice
the orbital frequency. Also, while the waveform that LISA
actually measures is modulated (on a 1-year time scale) by
the satellite constellation’s rotational and translational mo-
tion, for simplicity we neglect these modulations. It should
be clear from the derivations, however, that including
LISA’s orbital modulations would have very little impact
on our basic results. In the next subsection we briefly
describe our model gravitational waveforms and their
overlaps.

A. The waveforms from circular-orbit binaries and
their overlaps

Using the quadrupole formula, one can show that (to
lowest order in a post-Newtonian expansion) the instanta-
neous gravitational-wave frequency f evolves in time ac-
cording to

 

_f �
96

5
�8=3�M2=3f11=3: (3.1)

This is easily integrated to give

 f�t� � f�0�
�

1�
t
trr

�
�3=8

; (3.2)

where the radiation reaction time scale trr is given by

 trr �
5

256

1

�8=3f�0�8=3�M2=3
: (3.3)
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We assume that the gravitational-wave strain hi�t� de-
tected by LISA due to a binary (labeled by i) located at
distance Di from the solar system assumes the form

 hi�t� � A0
Mi

Di

�Mifi�t��2=3 cos

�
’i � 2�

Z t

0
fi�t0�dt0

�
(3.4)

where ’i is a random initial phase and A0 is an overall
factor of order one (discussed below). Again, fi�t� �
fi�0��1� t=trr;i��3=8, and henceforth we will refer to
fi�0� as simply fi. The quantity Mi is the binary chirp
mass defined as

 M i � M2=5
i �3=5

i ; (3.5)

where Mi and �i are the (locally measured) total and
reduced masses, respectively.

Equation (3.4) is valid as long as the binary is close
enough so that cosmological effects can be neglected. This
is certainly true for galactic white dwarf binaries. However
this is generally not the case for EMRIs or MBHBs, which
will typically be at cosmological distances. For cosmolog-
ically distant binaries, we instead have [9]:

 hi�t� � A0
Mi�zi�
DL�zi�


�Mi�zi�fi�t��2=3 cos
�
’i

� 2�
Z t

0
fi�t

0�dt0
�
: (3.6)

The quantity Mi�zi� is the redshifted chirp mass defined as

 M i�zi� � �1� zi�M
2=5
i �3=5

i : (3.7)

The quantity DL�z� is the standard luminosity distance at
redshift z for a flat universe, namely

 DL�z� �
�1� z�
H0

Z z

0

dz0


�m�1� z0�3 ����
1=2
: (3.8)

In this paper we use the values �m � 0:3 and �� � 0:7.
(lt turns out that we do not require a precise value forH0 for
our analyses, since this factor just gets absorbed into a
quantity representing the total number of EMRIs out to
some maximum redshift.)

In reality the overall factor A0 depends on the four
angles in the problem (the source’s sky location and ori-
entation), and is in fact time varying due to LISA’s chang-
ing antenna pattern. However for this paper we neglect
those dependencies—in effect approximating A0 by its
rms value. We would not expect this approximation to
greatly affect the overall shape of p�x�. Moreover, we
expect that at large x, p�x� is dominated by background
sources that are close (small Di), rather than ones with
particularly favorable orientations. Since it is primarily the
tail of p�x� that determines the behavior of PN�X� at large
X, we do not expect this averaging over angles to greatly
affect our conclusions.

We write the confusion noise strain c�t� as follows

 c�t� �
X
i

hi�t� �
X
i

Ai�t� cos
�
’i � 2�

Z t

0
fi�t

0�dt0
�
;

(3.9)

where

 Ai�t� � A0
Mi

Di

�Mifi�t��2=3: (3.10)

For our purpose, the quantity of interest is the overlap X 	
�cjh� of a given normalized template h (from a given class
of sought-for sources) with the confusion noise c:

 �cjh� �
X
i

�hijh�; (3.11)

where the inner product �hijh� is defined as

 �hijh� � 2
Z �1
�1

~hi�f�~h
��f�

Sn�jfj�
df; (3.12)

where ~hi�f� and ~h�f� are the Fourier transforms of hi�t� and
h�t�, respectively, and Sn�jfj� is the one-sided noise spec-
tral density. In all searches we consider in this paper, the
template will also be a Newtonian chirp of the form (3.4)
 

h�t� � A�t� cos
�
’� 2�

Z t

0
f�t0�dt0

�

� 2

�����������������
6�M2=3

5�I

s

�f�0��1� t=trr��3=8�2=3

� cos
�
’� 2�

Z t

0
f�t0�dt0

�
; (3.13)

where the normalization condition �hjh� � 1 implies

 I �
Z 1

0

f�7=3df
Sn�f�

: (3.14)

Both hi�t� and h�t� are instantaneously monochromatic
signals with slowly varying frequencies. Consider the
tracks fi�t� and f�t� that their frequencies sweep out in
the t-f plane. The integral in Eq. (3.12) is dominated by the
point where the two tracks cross. Using the stationary
phase approximation, the integral can be approximated as
[10]
 

�hijh� �
1

Sn
fi�ti��
Ai�ti�A�ti�j� _fi�ti�j�1=2

� cos
��i � sgn�� _fi��=4�; (3.15)

where

 � _fi � 
 _f�ti� � _fi�ti��

�
3

8

f�ti�
11=3

�8=3

�
1

trrf8=3�0�
�

1

trr;if
8=3
i �0�

�
(3.16)

and
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 ��i � ’� ’i � 2�
Z ti

0

f�t0� � fi�t

0��dt0: (3.17)

The time ti is the instant of time when the template and the
ith binary cross in the time-frequency plane, i.e. when
f�ti� � fi�ti�. (If the template and the ith binary either
do not cross in the time-frequency plane, or cross outside
LISA’s sensitivity band or outside the observation period,
then we approximate their overlap by zero. In the applica-
tions below this is implemented by restricting the integra-
tion range over binary parameters.)

A GW background is essentially a distribution of unre-
solved signals. In the next two subsections we introduce
model distributions for the GWDB and EMRI back-
grounds, respectively.

B. Binary parameters for galactic white dwarf binaries

Here we present our model distribution for the galactic
WD binaries. For simplicity, we will assume that all WD
binaries have the same chirp mass, for which we adopt the
median value arising from recent population synthesis
calculations: Mc � 0:25M� [11]. (This is approximately
the Mc for a binary composed of two 0:3M� WDs.) We
further assume that the other binary parameters are drawn
from the following distributions:
 

p�Di�dDi� 	�Di�Dmin�fi��	�Dmax�Di�

�
2Di

D2
max�D

2
min�fi�

dDi; (3.18a)

p�fi�dfi� 	�fi�fmin�	�fmax�fi�
8

3fmin

�
fi
fmin

�
�11=3

dfi;

(3.18b)

p�’i�d’i�
d’i
2�

; (3.18c)

where, in (3.18b), fi is the initial (i.e., at the beginning of
the data set) gravitational-wave frequency of the binary,
and fmin and fmax represent some low- and high-frequency
cutoffs for the population we are considering. For our
applications, we shall generally take fmin � 10�4 Hz and
fmax � 10�2 Hz. The scaling p�fi� / f

�11=3
i just comes

from the assumption that binaries are ‘‘born’’ at frequen-
cies below fmin and then evolve according to Eq. (3.1).
(Basically, binaries evolve much faster at higher frequency,
and so are correspondingly sparser there.)

The distance probability distribution p�Di� assumes that
all galactic WD binaries are uniformly distributed in a disk
of radius Dmax � 10 kpc, centered on our Solar System.
Clearly this inaccurate in two ways. First, the Solar System
is not at the center of the Milky Way (nor is the Milky Way
a uniform disk). However the nonuniformity and noncen-
teredness (around us) of the galactic disk clearly mostly
affects the distribution of binaries more distant than a few
kpc, and these are not among the strongest sources. The
distant binaries do not strongly affect the ‘‘high-�’’ tail of

p�x�, which is what is crucial for determining the tail of
PN�X�. Therefore this aspect of the uniform-disk assump-
tion should be fairly harmless. More problematic is that
disk model departs significantly from reality at distances
less than the thickness of the disk, which is �600 pc.
Below this distance, it would be better to approximate
the WD distribution as spherical. However we shall not
do this for the following reason. Assuming that the distri-
bution is planar clearly overestimates the number of nearby
WD binaries, which artificially amplifies the high-� tail of
p�xi� (since the closest background sources have the larg-
est overlaps with any searched-for signal). At the end of
our analysis, we shall find that, even with the uniform-disk
distribution, the non-Gaussianity of the WD background is
a negligible factor in searching for MBHBs or EMRIs. Had
we correctly modified p�Di� for D< 600 pc, the non-
Gaussianity would still be negligible–even more so. That
is, while the uniform-disk assumption is hard to justify a
priori, it is fully justified a posteriori.

Finally, we discuss the inner cutoff Dmin�fi�. The justi-
fication for imposing an inner cutoffDmin�fi� is that within
this distance any WD binary of frequency fi would be so
bright that it could immediately be found in the data and
essentially subtracted out, before searching for other types
of signals. So when we state results, ‘‘the GWDB back-
ground’’ is really short for ‘‘the GWDB background minus
the very brightest, immediately identifiable GWDB
sources.’’

What is a reasonable value for Dmin�fi�? A straightfor-
ward calculation shows that the (sky-averaged) LISA
signal-to-noise for a white dwarf binary at distance D is

 SNR � 1:26
�

M

0:25 M�

�
5=3
�
1 kpc

D

��
Tobs

3 yr

�
1=2

�

�
f

1 mHz

�
11=6

: (3.19)

This is the combined SNR from LISA’s A and E channels,
assuming that the noise is dominated by WD confusion
noise with (sky-averaged) spectral density Sn�f� �
Sf�7=3, with S � 1:44� 10�44 Hz4=3. Let �th the signal-
to-noise threshold, such that GWDBs with SNR >�th are
immediately subtracted from the data (or otherwise ac-
counted for) before searching for (high-z, weaker)
MBHBs or EMRIs. We shall take �th � 50 as a reasonable
fiducial value.
 

Dmin�fi� � 2:5� 10�2

�
50

�th

��
M

0:25 M�

�
5=3
�
Tobs

3 yr

�
1=2

�

�
fi

1 mHz

�
11=6

kpc: (3.20)

It is absolutely crucial that there be some such threshold.
Since xi / 1=Di, if there were no threshold we would have
p�xi� / x

�3
i at large xi, and therefore PN�X� would fall off

only as X�3 at large X. We believe the cutoff is physically
reasonable, since there is no reason one cannot subtract off
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the very bright sources before looking for weaker ones. (Of
course, at the very end of the data analysis one will want to
find the joint best fit for all sources, which will involve
readjusting the parameters of all the sources, including the
ones that were initially ‘‘subtracted out’’.)

Note, however, that we are imagining removing only the
very strongest GWDBs in the chosen band. Now, we ex-
pect that LISA data analysis will actually proceed in
stages, and our GWDB model basically represents this
background at a rather early stage in the analysis. At a
later stage, we expect that it will be possible to identify and
subtract out all GWDBs with frequencies above a few
mHz. In principle we could certainly adjust the value of
fmax in Eq. (3.18b) for different stages in the data analysis,
but for simplicity in this paper we just adopt one fixed
value for fmax.

Finally the distribution (3.18c) for p�’i� simply states
that the initial orbital phase (and hence also the GW phase)
of each binary is random and uniformly distributed. This
uniform distribution in initial phase is what leads to p�x� �
p��x�; i.e. negative values of �hjhi� are just as likely as
positive ones.

C. Distribution of binary parameters for EMRIs

We next turn to unresolved EMRIs as a source of con-
fusion noise. There are three types of EMRIs, since the
inspiraling compact object can be a WD, a neutron star

(NS), or a black hole (BH). BC estimated the spectral
density of confusion noise from each of these populations.
The estimates are uncertain by at least an order of magni-
tude, due to the uncertainty in EMRI capture rates. EMRI
confusion noise could end up being comparable to LISA’s
instrumental noise, and perhaps even comparable to
GWDB confusion noise, for rates at the high end of the
estimated range. The WDs and NSs would at first seem to
represent a bigger confusion problem, since more than
90% of the GW signal from NS and WD EMRIs will
come from unresolvable sources; i.e., the NS and WD
signals mostly represent confusion noise. BHs are more
massive and so give stronger, more readily resolved sig-
nals; perhaps only 30% of the GW signal from all BH
EMRIs is unresolvable. Nevertheless, since mass segrega-
tion tends to concentrate the heavier BHs closer to the
MBH, and since supernova kicks may effectively empty
the inner few parsecs of NSs, our judgement is that, of the
three source types, BHs are the most likely to lead to
substantial confusion noise. For this reason, and for sim-
plicity, we consider a population model composed entirely
of BH EMRIs. Since the total signal from BH EMRIs will
be dominated by events at cosmological distances, our
model takes cosmological effects into account, and we
include the effects of evolution in both the MBH mass
and the event rate. We adopt the following distribution as
our population model:

 

p�Mi�dMi � 	
Mi� 105�1� zi�
�0:6M��	
107�1� zi�

�0:6M� �Mi�
17

24
�10119=24� 1085=24��1

�
Mi

�1� zi��0:6M�

�
17=24 dMi

Mi
;

(3.21a)

p��i�d�i � 	
�i� 5M��	
15M� ��i�
1

ln3

d�i

�i
; (3.21b)

p�zi�dzi � 	�zi� zc�	�2� zi�N �zc�
H0DL�zi��2
�1� zi�

�1:4�������������������������������������
0:3�1� zi�3� 0:7

p dzi; (3.21c)

p�’i�d’i �
d’
2�

; (3.21d)

p�fi�dfi � 	�fi� fmin�
8

3fmin

�
fi
fmin

�
�11=3

dfi: (3.21e)

Here Mi and �i are the locally measured masses of the
MBH and stellar-mass BH, respectively. The mass proba-
bility distributions (3.21a) and (3.21b) are derived from the
following considerations. The actual distribution p��i� is
very poorly known, but seems centered on �i  10M�, so
we simply assume a flat distribution between 5 and 15M�.
For p�Mi� we restrict attention to the MBHs that today
have masses between 105 and 107M�, and we assume that
their masses have been increasing in time like t1=2 / �1�
z��0:6, as they continuously swallow gas and compact
objects. The locally measured distribution of compact
object masses is assumed independent of time. The depen-
dence of probability distributions (3.21a) and (3.21b) onM

and � respectively is obtained from assumptions on the
scaling of merger rates with masses. Let N be the number
of mergers with masses comprised between M and M�
dM and � and �� d�. The rate R of mergers within this
box of mass parameters is

 R �
dN
df

_f: (3.22)

Following Gair et al. [2], we take the rate R to be propor-
tional to M3=8. Since we are considering only a rather
narrow range (a factor of 3) of masses for the inspiraling
object (and since the distribution of stellar BH masses is
poorly known), we approximate R as being independent of
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�. These assumptions lead to the following scaling relation

 

dN
df
/
R
_f
/

M3=8

f11=3�M2=3
� f�11=3��1M�7=24: (3.23)

From the definition of N we immediately obtain p�M� /
M�7=24 and p��� / ��1. Note incidentally that this also
gives the probability distribution (3.21e), which was pre-
viously derived using the fact that the probability of finding
a binary between frequency f and f� df is proportional
to the fraction of the binary lifetime it spends around that
frequency.

We restrict attention to sources at redshift z � 2, partly
since the rates at higher redshift are even more highly
uncertain, and partly since the summed contribution from
the z > 2 sources, all individually weak, clearly will be
much more nearly Gaussian than the noise from the z < 2
population.

The distribution (3.21c) for p�zi� is then obtained di-
rectly from Eq. (10) of Ref. [10], assuming that the
locally measured capture rate _n scales as _n / �1� z�0:6,
i.e. the capture rate decreases over time as t�1=2. This
decrease reflects the fact that the MBH first swallows the
closest objects, and then it has to wait longer and longer for
further compact objects to diffuse in [2]. As with the case
of galactic white dwarf binaries, we impose a short-
distance cutoff zc, reflecting the fact that very nearby
sources can be easily identified and taken out of the con-
fusion noise. In this paper we adopt the nominal value zc �
0:1. BH EMRIs closer than zc would typically have
matched-filter SNRs in excess of 300 [2], and so should
be very easily identified early in the data analysis. The
normalization constant N �zc� [defined in Eq. (3.21c)]
associated with this choice is N �0:1� � 1:03 044.

IV. APPLICATIONS TO VARIOUS SEARCHES

In this section we apply the statistical tools of Sec. II to
the cases of matched-filter searches for MBHBs or EMRIs
buried in confusion noise. As emphasized in Sec. I, we
focus on the weakest resolvable signals of these types. We
want to assess the importance of the non-Gaussian tails of
the SNR distribution in setting the appropriate detection
thresholds for these searches.

A. MBHB search: confusion from galactic white dwarf
binaries

We first consider the problem of searching for MBHB
signals buried in the confusion noise from GWDBs. As a
particular MBHB template signal chirps upwards in fre-
quency, its track on the t-f plane intersects the tracks of all
the white dwarf binaries in the galaxy (up to the final
merger frequency of the MBHB). The GWDBs have ran-
dom parameters, with PDF given by Eqs. (3.18a)–(3.18c),
so each GWDB contributes some amount xi to the detec-
tion statistic.

Our first goal is to obtain the PDF p�xi�, from which we
will estimate PN�X� using the Edgeworth expansion. Our
parent variable xi is an individual overlap given by

 

xi �
1

Sn
fi�ti��
Ai�ti�A�ti�j� _fi�ti�j

�1=2

� cos
��i � sgn�� _fi��=4� (4.1)

An important point to notice here is that since our
template is a MBHB, it is chirping much faster than any
GWDB. Thus to a good approximation we have

 j� _fi�ti�j � _f�ti�: (4.2)

In fact, the white dwarf binaries are chirping so slowly that
it is reasonable to assume that their frequencies are con-
stant for our analysis.

Equation (2.18) requires the first three nontrivial cumu-
lants of the parent variable xi, which are

 

�2 � E
x2
i � � �2

x (4.3a)

�3 � E
x3
i � (4.3b)

�4 � E
x4
i � � 3�4

x (4.3c)

Clearly, since the random phase ��i is uniformly distrib-
uted between 0 and 2�, all odd cumulants of xi vanish and
so �3 � 0. We now compute �2 and �4. For the second
cumulant, we have

 �2 �
Z
x2
i p�Di�dDip�fi�dfip�’i�d’i

�
Z
p�Di�dDip�fi�dfi

A2
i �ti�A

2�ti�

2S2
n
fi�ti��

1
_f�ti�

(4.4)

To go further we need a specific expression for Sn�f�. For
simplicity we will approximate Sn�f� in the band

fmin; fmax� (with fmin � 10�4 Hz and fmax � 10�2 Hz)
by the spectral density of the GWDB background (which
does indeed work well throughout most of this band),
including the contribution from GWDBs with f > 3 mHz
(which should be resolvable at a later stage of the data
analysis). LISA’s instrumental noise rises steeply below
and above this band, so we approximate 1=Sn�f� as vanish-
ing outside it. Following [1], we therefore approximate
1=Sn�f� by

 

1

Sn�f�
� 	�f� fmin�	�fmax � f�

f7=3

S
; (4.5)

with S � 1:44� 10�44 Hz4=3. This also implies I �
�fmax � fmin�=S [cf. Eq. (3.14)]. Combining (3.10),
(3.13), (3.20), (4.2), and (4.5), we obtain the following
general formula for all even raw moments:
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 E
x2n
i � �

�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0M
10=3
i

4�IS2

�
n

�
Z fmax

fmin

p�fi�f
11n=3
i dfi

Z Dmax

Dmin�fi�
p�Di�D

�2n
i dDi:

(4.6)

Note that the lower bound in the frequency integral as-
sumes that the initial template frequency f0 lies below the
LISA band lower bound fmin. If one is interested in tem-
plates that begin inside the LISA band, then the lower
bound on the frequency integral should be replaced by f0.

In evaluating the distance integrals, we shall assume
here that Dmax � Dmin�fi� for fmin < fi < fmax. We can
then approximate p�Di� by

 p�Di� ’ 	�Di �Dmin�	�Dmax �Di�
2

D2
max

Di; (4.7)

which simplifies results considerably.2 The computation of
the remaining integrals are straightforward and the results
are
 

E
x2
i � �

1

2

�
A2

0M
10=3
i

4�IS2

��
16f8=3

min

3D2
max

��
fmax

�
ln
�

Dmax

Dmin�fmax�

�

�
11

6

�
� fmin

�
ln
�

Dmax

Dmin�fmin�

�
�

11

6

��
(4.8a)

E
x2n
i � �

�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0M
10=3
i

4�IS2

�
n
�

16f8=3
min

3D2
max

�

�

�
�fmax � fmin��1 mHz�11�n�1�=3

2�n� 1�D2�n�1�
min �1 mHz�

�
for n � 2:

(4.8b)

We then obtain the following expression for the fourth
cumulant

 �4 � �4
x

�
9 �f�8=3

min �
�fmax � �fmin�

64

�
Dmax

Dmin�1 mHz�

�
2

�

�
�fmax

�
ln
�

Dmax

Dmin�fmax�

�
�

11

6

�

� �fmin

�
ln
�

Dmax

Dmin�fmin�

�
�

11

6

��
�2
� 3

�
; (4.9)

where �f � f=�1 mHz�. Since �fmin � 0:1 and �2 	
D2

max=D2
min�1 mHz� � �10�th=1:26�2 � 105, the first term

in (4.9) is clearly much larger than the second and so we
can safely drop the �3 term. Substituting the resulting
fourth cumulant into (2.18) finally yields the following
PDF for the signal-to-noise ratio

 

PN�X� �
1����������������

2�N�2
x

p e��X
2=2N�2

x�

�
1�

3 �f�8=3
min �

�fmax� �fmin��
2

512N

�

�
� �fmax� �fmin� ln��

11

6

�
�fmax�1� ln �fmax�

� �fmin�1� ln �fmin�

��
�2
H4

�
X����������
N�2

x

p ��
(4.10)

In the above the number N is the number of galactic
white dwarf binaries with gravitational-wave frequency
above fmin, our assumed lower bound of the LISA band.3

Using �fmin � 0:1, �fmax � 10, a threshold �th � 50, 3 years
of observation and assuming N � 3� 107 galactic bi-
naries contributing to the confusion noise in the LISA
band, the relative size of the 1=N correction to the
Gaussian PDF predicted by the central limit theorem at
the 7� is �0:02. Thus, at the 7� level, the Edgeworth
analysis shows that the non-Gaussian tails of the SNR
distribution is negligible for this search.

Finally, notice that if we take the inner cutoff distance
Dmin�f� as fixed, then the result (4.10) is actually indepen-
dent of our overall factor A0 in the waveform amplitudes,
and also independent of the magnitude of S in Eq. (4.5) for
the noise spectral density appearing in the inner product.
Multiplying either of these by an overall factor simply
rescales all the xi, X, and �x by the same amount, while
the result (4.10) is expressed purely in terms of the dimen-
sionless ratio X=�x.

B. EMRI search: confusion from galactic white dwarf
binaries

Notice here the important fact that our results in
Sec. IVA are independent of the chirp mass Mc of the
normalized search template. The reason for this is that
while the template amplitude (for normalized templates)
scales like M5=6

c [cf. Eq. (3.13)], the time over which there
is significant overlap with any GWDB signal scales like
� _f��1=2 / M�5=6

c . Therefore the analysis in Sec. IVA ap-
plies with practically no modification to searches for
EMRIs buried in galactic white dwarf confusion noise. In
the case of a realistic EMRI search in Gaussian noise, the
detection threshold is around �14�. At that level the
relative correction to PN�X� predicted by the 1=N term in
the Edgeworth series is �0:4. Since this correction is of
order unity, one should also check the 1=N2 term.

Performing that calculation using the results of the
previous subsection and the next-to-leading term of
Edgeworth series (given by, e.g., Petrov [5]) yields a
next-to-leading correction of order �0:2. Since this cor-
rection term is smaller than the leading term, we are

2For a signal-to-noise threshold �th � 50 and three years of
observation, the ratio D2

min=D
2
max is of order 10�9 at 0:1 mHz,

�10�5 at 1 mHz and �0:03 at 10 mHz. Thus the error from this
approximation is negligible throughout the band 0:1–10 mHz.

3Again, if one is interested in a template which begins inside
the LISA band at t � 0, then the number N appearing in (4.10) is
the number of galactic white dwarf binaries in the frequency
interval �f0; fmax�, with f0 being the initial template frequency.
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inclined to trust the leading-order correction to the
Gaussian distribution. This confirms that the Gaussian
approximation is still reasonably accurate at the 14� level,
for EMRIs buried in galactic white dwarf confusion noise.

C. MBHB search: confusion from EMRIs

In this subsection we compute the signal-to-noise PDF
for a matched-filter search for MBHB signals buried in
confusion noise from unresolved EMRIs. At any given
time it is expected that �104�6 unresolved EMRIs signals
will be radiating GWs into the band 0:1–10 mHz, repre-
senting a significant source of confusion noise. When
searching for MBHBs in a background of EMRIs, we
may again assume that the parameter � _fi appearing in
stationary phase overlap (3.15) is entirely dominated by

the chirping MBHB. However, since the radiation reaction
time scale for EMRIs is comparable to the LISA mission
lifetime, our calculation must take into account that some
EMRIs that are ‘‘live’’ (i.e., are premerger) at the begin-
ning of LISA’s observation period will ‘‘die’’ (merge)
before their t-f track can be crossed by the MBHB’s t-f
track.

1. Edgeworth expansion

As before, we wish to compute the cumulants of the
parent distribution p�xi� to obtain the Edgeworth expan-
sion of PN�X�. Following Sec. IVA, we first derive an
expression for the raw moments of the parent distribution,
i.e.

 

E
x2n� �
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

Z
p�zi�dzip�fi�dfip�Mi�dMip��i�d�i

A2n
i �ti�A

2n�ti�

S2n
n 
f�ti��

1

j _f�ti�jn

�
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0

4�IS2

�
n Z �1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi
Z
p�Mi�dMip��i�d�ip�fi�dfiM

4n=3
i �2n

i f�ti�
11n=3

� 	
f�ti� � fmin�	
fmax � f�ti��	�ti�: (4.11)

The step function 	�ti� sets to zero the contribution from
EMRIs whose t-f tracks do not cross that of the MBHM
template within the band 
fmin; fmax� (since if ti < 0, the
tracks must cross at some frequency below fmin). In terms
of the following parameters
 


i �
�
fi
f0

�
8=3
; (4.12a)

�i �
�M2=3

�iM
2=3
i

; (4.12b)

the crossing time ti is given by

 ti �
trr

i

�

i � 1

1� ��1
i

�
; (4.13)

which then gives

 1�
ti
trr
�

1


i

�
�i � 
i
�i � 1

�
: (4.14)

As before, we shall assume that f0 < fmin, i.e. the MBHB
template begins outside the LISA band, but still at high-
enough frequency that it has time to sweep through the
LISA band during the mission lifetime. Then 
i > 1, and
combining this with the condition ti � 0 implies that �i >

i.

Switching integration variables from �fi; �i� at fixed Mi
to �
i; �i�, we then obtain

 

E
x2n� �
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0�
2M4=3f11=3

4�IS2

�
n

�
Z �1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi
Z
p�Mi�dMi

�
Z �max

�min

d�i
�i ln3

Z 1

min


min
d
i

2
i

��2n
i 
11n=8

i

�

�
�i � 
i
�i � 1

�
�11n=8

	
f�ti� � fmin�

� 	
fmax � f�ti��	��i � 
i�; (4.15)

where 
min ’ �fmin=f0�
8=3, the exact expression given be-

low in (4.17).
Using (4.14), we can rewrite the step functions as fol-

lows

 	
f�ti� � fmin;max� � 	

i � 
min;max�; (4.16)

where

 
min;max �

�
fmin;max

f0

�
8=3
�

1�
1

�i
�

1

�i

�
fmin;max

f0

�
8=3
�
�1
:

(4.17)

We then get
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E
x2n� �
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0�
2M4=3f11=3

4�IS2

�
n

�
Z �1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi
Z
p�Mi�dMi

�
Z �max

�min

d�i
�i ln3

Z 
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min
d
i

2
i

��2n
i

� 
11n=8
i

�
�i � 
i
�i � 1

�
�11n=8

: (4.18)

Strictly speaking the upper integration limit over 
i
should be min�
max; �i�. However we show below in
(4.20) that �i > 
max, which justifies our limit in the
previous equation. Performing the 
i integral yields
 

E
x2n� �
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0�
2M4=3f11=3

4�IS2

�
n 
th

ln3

�
Z �1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi
Z
p�Mi�dMi

�
Z �max

�min

8��i � 1�11n=8

�11n� 8��2
i

� 

11n=8�1
i ��i � 
i�

�11n=8�1�

max

min d�i: (4.19)

Now from (4.17), we have

 �i � 
min;max �

�
fmin;max

f0

�
�8=3
��i � 1�
min;max; (4.20)

which, when substituted into (4.19), yields the following
 

E
x2n� �
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!

�
A2

0�
2M4=3f11=3

4�IS2

�
n 
th

ln3

�
Z �1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi
Z
p�Mi�dMi

�
Z �max

�min

8��i � 1�

�11n� 8��2
i

��
fmax

f0

�
�11n�8�=3

�

�
fmin

f0

�
�11n�8�=3

�
d�i: (4.21)

Now since �i � 105 over the integration range
��min; �max�, we may set �i � 1 ’ �i to very good accu-
racy and perform the remaining �i integral, which simply
gives ln3, the normalization constant of the �i probability
distribution. Then the Mi integral trivially gives unity, as
the remaining integrand, apart from p�Mi�, is independent
of Mi. We are then left with
 

E
x2n� �
�2n� 1�!!

�2n�!!
8
th

�11n� 8�

�
A2

0�
2M4=3f11=3

4�IS2

�
n

�

��
fmax

f0

�
�11n�8�=3

�

�
fmin

f0

�
�11n�8�=3

�

�
Z �1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi: (4.22)

The redshift integrals must be performed numerically and
we denote each value as

 

Z zmax

zmin

�1� z�10n=3

D2n
L �zi�

p�zi�dzi 	 H2n
0 �n: (4.23)

For inner cutoff redshift zmin � 0:1 and zmax � 2, the first
few values of �n are
 

�1 � 4:179 24 (4.24a)

�2 � 29:722 32 (4.24b)

�3 � 763:5828: (4.24c)

The first two terms of the Edgeworth-expanded PDF for
the signal-to-noise ratio are then given by
 

PN�X� �
1����������������

2�N�2
x

p e��X
2=2N�2

x�

�
1�

9

1792N

�

�
�1� x14=3�

x8=3�1� x�2
�2

�2
1

�
H4

�
X����������
N�2

x

p �
�O�N�2�

�
;

(4.25)

where N is the number of EMRIs that lie in the LISA band
and where x 	 fmin=fmax. Taking N � 5� 105, the same
frequency limits for the LISA band as before and using
(4.24), the relative size of the 1=N correction to the
Gaussian PDF predicted by the central limit theorem at

the 7� level (i.e., at X=
����������
N�2

x

p
� 7) is found to be  8.

Since this ‘‘first-order correction’’ is already larger than the
zeroth-order estimate, the Edgeworth expansion simply
cannot provide a reliable answer for this problem.
Instead, the problem of searching for MBHBs buried in
EMRI confusion noise must be addressed within the con-
text of the theory of large deviations, to which we turn next.

2. Large-deviations analysis

Here we compute the signal-to-noise PDF for a search or
MBHBs buried in EMRI confusion noise, following the
prescription of large-deviations theory. The starting point
is the construction of the modified cumulant generating
functional ����. Since we have already computed analyti-
cally all the raw moments of the parent distribution, we
may evaluate ���� from its power series expansion nu-
merically to any desired accuracy, i.e. we use

 e���� �
X1
p�0

�p

p!
E
xp�

� 1�
1

2
���x�2 �

X1
n�2

���x�
2n

�2n�!
E
x2n�

�2n
x

(4.26)

Defining ~� � ��x and using (4.22), we obtain the follow-
ing expression for the cumulant generating functional
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 e���� � 1�
1

2
~�2 � 8x8=3

X1
n�2

��2n

n!2

�
1� x�11n�8�=3

11n� 8

�
�n;

(4.27)

where

 

�� �
�

3

16x8=3�1� x��1

�
1=2

~�: (4.28)

We then compute the rate function describing the signal-to-
noise PDF following these steps. First we compute the
cumulant generating functional � from (4.27) numerically.
The infinite sum is truncated when the nth term of the sum
is of order 10�10 of the sum of the previous n� 1 terms.
Because the sum converges4 for any value of �, we are
confident that this is a reasonable accuracy criterion. We
next compute �0 	 d�=d ~� (here � is considered an im-
plicit function of ~�) by taking a derivative of (4.27) and
evaluating the sum numerically using the same truncation
criterion as before. The next step is the maximization over
� (or equivalently ~�) of the quantity I � Z�� � �
~Z ~���, where ~Z � Z=�x. The value of ~� which max-
imizes I is simply the one satisfying ~Z � �0� ~��. By invert-
ing numerically the function �0, we obtain the function
~��~Z�. The rate function can then be computed numerically
for any desired value of ~Z as follows

 I� ~Z� � ~Z ~��~Z� � �
 ~��~Z��: (4.29)

The resulting rate function of the signal-to-noise PDF
for the MBHB search in EMRI confusion noise is plotted in
Fig. 1. The vertical axis is the actual rate function normal-
ized by the central limit theorem estimate:
I�Z�=
�0:5Z2=�2

x�. The horizontal axis is the SNR nor-
malized to unit standard deviation, orN1=2Z=�x. The result
is plotted for N � 5� 105 in-band EMRIs, but to obtain
the curve for any other value of N, one simply rescales the

x labels on the horizontal axis by
��������������������������
N=�5� 105�

p
.

From that figure, one can easily see that at the 7� level,
the rate function derived from large-deviations theory dif-
fers significantly from the central limit theorem estimate
(confirming our conclusion from the Edgeworth analysis in
Sec. IV C 1). While the central limit theorem estimate for
PN�X � 7N1=2�x� is �2���1=2 exp
�49=2�, the actual
probability density is  exp
�0:72� 49=2�, or a factor
�103 larger. Therefore in deciding the appropriate detec-
tion threshold, one must take into account the non-
Gaussianity of the signal-to-noise PDF. In the next sub-
section we discuss the proper adjustment of the detection
threshold, based on the rate function of Fig. 1.

D. Adjusting the detection threshold

We have considered searches for MBHB signals buried
in two different types of confusion background: GWDBs
and EMRIs. For GWDBs we showed that the PDF for the
SNR could be safely approximated as as Gaussian (up to
the detection threshold), but that a search in EMRI con-
fusion noise alone would have to take into account the
significant non-Gaussianity in PN�X� at X� 7�. However,
EMRI confusion noise is unlikely to dominate the total
noise, so in this subsection we show explicitly how to
calculate the appropriate detection threshold for noise
that is a sum of EMRI confusion noise plus Gaussian noise.

Since confusion noise from GWDBs is Gaussian to a
good approximation, it can be combined with instrumental
noise into one single source of Gaussian noise. We shall
here denote the signal-to-noise ratio obtained by correlat-
ing a MBHB template with this Gaussian noise as �g. This
signal-to-noise is drawn from the following PDF

 pg��g� �
1

�2��2
g�

1=2
e��

2
g=2�2

g ; (4.30)

where �g is the standard deviation of the random variable
�g. Next we denote the signal-to-noise ratio obtained by
correlating a MBHB template with EMRI confusion noise
as �c. This signal-to-noise is drawn from the following
PDF
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FIG. 1 (color online). This figure shows the rate function of the
signal-to-noise PDF for the MBHB search in EMRI confusion
noise for a simple Newtonian chirp toy model. The rate function
is normalized to the value predicted by the central limit theorem,
namely ICLT � ~Z2=2. This plot was generated using N � 5�
105 for the number of unresolved EMRIs in the the band
0:1–10 mHz. If one wants to vary the number of unresolved
EMRIs, one simply rescales x values by

��������������������������
N=�5� 105�

p
, since

this is the multiplicative factor needed to rescale ~Z to unit
standard deviation.

4This is a consequence of the fact that the parent probability
distribution has compact support in our model.
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 pc��c� �N c exp
�
�
�2
c

2�2
c

~I
� ������
N�

N

s
�c
�c

��
; (4.31)

where ~I is the rescaled rate function plotted in Fig. 1, N� �
5� 105 is the number of unresolved EMRIs chosen to
generate Fig. 1, N c is a normalization constant and �c
is the standard deviation of the random variable �c.
Consider now the PDF for the total signal-to-noise ratio
� � �g � �c. It is given by the following convolution
integral

 p��� �
Z �1
�1

pg��� �c�pc��c�d�c; (4.32)

which can be performed numerically. If the rate function ~I
were equal to unity, i.e. if �c were Gaussian, then � would
also be a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation
� � ��2

g � �2
c�

1=2. We shall determine a threshold on the
normalized total SNR �̂ 	 ��2

g � �2
c�
�1=2�, assuming that

if the rate function ~I were equal to unity, then the appro-
priate detection threshold would be set at �̂ � 7. In other
words, the acceptable false alarm probability PFA is as-
sumed to be the integral of the Gaussian PDF for �̂ over the
range ��1;�7� and �7;�1�:

 PFA � 2
Z 1

7

1�������
2�
p e��̂=2d�̂ � erfc�7=

���
2
p
�: (4.33)

The actual detection threshold �̂th for the MBHB search is
then determined by the following equation

 PFA � 2�
Z 1
�̂th

p���̂�d�̂

� 2�
Z 1
�̂th

Z �1
�1

pg���̂� �c�pc��c�d�cd�̂

�
Z �1
�1

erfc

�1� "2�1=2�̂th � "�̂c���

2
p �pc��c�d�c;

(4.34)

where �̂c 	 �c=�c and where " 	 �c=�g measures the
relative strength of the non-Gaussian component of the
noise.

In Fig. 2 we plot �̂th=7 as function of " for our best
estimate of �g (taken from BC, assuming no GWDBs have
been fitted out). That is, we fix the amplitude of the GWDB
background and plot how �̂th varies as one increases the
number of unresolved in-band EMRIs. This figure was
generated as follows. For any " we estimated N (the
number of unresolved EMRIs) using

 " 
�

N

1:25� 107

�
1=2
: (4.35)

(Since an astrophysically reasonable estimate is N � 5�
105, we expect "  0:2 in practice.) We insert N into
Eq. (4.31) to obtain pc��c�, which we then plug into the

last line of Eq. (4.34). We obtain the detection threshold �̂th

by solving (4.34) numerically.
The most important fact one gleans from Fig. 2 is that

�̂th is always very close to 1. We can understand this as
follows. For realistic values of N, the SNR from EMRIs is
significantly non-Gaussian, but since the noise is domi-
nated by instrumental and GWDB background noise, the
non-Gaussianity of the EMRI background has little effect
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FIG. 2 (color online). This figure shows the normalized detec-
tion threshold �̂th (at fixed false alarm probability) for a total
noise composed of a Gaussian component (instrumental noise
and GWDB confusion noise) and a non-Gaussian component
(EMRI confusion noise) as a function of the ratio " � �c=�g. In
this plot we consider the Gaussian component to be fixed and "
varies by adjusting the number of unresolved EMRIs. Note that
�̂th is always nearly one, i.e., nearly the same as for a Gaussian
distribution with the same standard deviation.
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FIG. 3 (color online). This plot is similar to Fig. 2, but with the
strength of the Gaussian component reduced ‘‘by hand’’ by a
factor of 50, i.e. �2

g ! �2
g=50 so that " �

������������������������������
N=�2:5� 105�

p
. In

this case, the detection threshold can be up to �30% higher than
for a Gaussian distribution with the same standard deviation.
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on the threshold. When N is large enough that EMRI noise
is a large fraction of the total noise, the EMRI confusion
noise is much more Gaussian, so again the threshold is very
close to the Gaussian prediction.

Figure 3 is the same as Fig. 2, except that for illustrative
purposes we have decreased ‘‘by hand’’ the value of �g by������

50
p

. In this case, the normalized threshold �̂th could be
(for "  0:5) up to �1:3 times higher than for Gaussian
noise with the same standard deviation. For N � 5� 105

and this reduced �g, we would have "  1:4 and �̂th 

1:15; i.e., the appropriate threshold would be 8� instead of
7�. We note that ��̂th=7� ! 1 both as �! 0 and as �! 1.
This is easily understood, since as �! 0 the noise be-
comes just the Gaussian part, while as �! 1we also have
N ! 1, so the EMRI portion becomes Gaussian.

V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OPEN ISSUES

In this paper we have analyzed the problem of determin-
ing the appropriate detection threshold for several ideal-
ized searches. The most important simplifications were
that we used ‘‘lowest-order’’ waveforms (based on the
quadrupole formula, and assuming quasicircular inspirals)
and simplified population distributions for the confusion
sources. We first considered searches for both MBHB
signals and EMRI signals buried in confusion noise from
GWDBs. Using the Edgeworth expansion, we showed that
for these cases the PDF of the standard detection statistic
remains nearly Gaussian out to the relevant detection
thresholds. We then considered searches for MBHB signals
buried in just EMRI confusion noise. In that case, using
large-deviations theory, we found that 7� events would
occur 103 times more often than suggested by the central
limit theorem. However this third case was rather unreal-
istic, since it is very unlikely that EMRI confusion noise
will dominate the total LISA noise curve. We then consid-
ered a more realistic example, in which the EMRI con-
fusion noise was combined with Gaussian noise of �5
times larger amplitude. In that case, we again found that
the non-Gaussianity of the EMRI confusion noise ends up
having a negligible impact in setting the appropriate de-
tection threshold.

The rather minimal impact of non-Gaussian tails in these
models appears to stem from three circumstances. First, the
number of confusion noise sources is always rather large.
Second, in all cases we imposed a short-distance cutoff on
the distribution of the background sources, arguing that the
very closest and therefore strongest of the background
sources could be effectively removed (or otherwise taken
into account) before searching for other types of sources.
Third, all three model problems shared the feature that the
search templates and background templates evolve in fre-
quency on very different time scales: _fWD � _fEMRI �
_fMBHB. Since xi / j� _fij

�1=2, this separation of time scales
ensures that p�x� has no large outliers arising from coin-
cidentally small j� _fij�1=2. Put another way, the dissimilar-

ity of the searched-for and background signals is crucial to
the sharp falloff of p�x� at large x. The high-X tail ofPN�X�
depends crucially on the high-x tail of p�x�, and the dis-
similarity of the searched-for and background signals helps
ensure a very steep falloff for p�x�.

We emphasize, however, that LISA data analysis will
also present confusion noise problems where there is no
such separation of time scales. For instance, consider the
search for relatively nearby EMRIS signals embedded in
the background noise from all the unresolvably distant
EMRIs. In that case the parent distribution p�xi� would
surely have a substantial tail, due to cases where � _fi is
coincidentally small. Additionally, that detection problem
raises issues of principle that we were not forced to con-
front in the model problems considered in this paper, and
which we do not yet see how to resolve. For example,
consider a case where some detection template ~A has over-
lap of 5, 4, 3, and 2 with background signals A, B, C, and
D, respectively. Then the total SNR is 14 (assuming the
sum of all other overlaps can be neglected), which naively
might lead one to claim a detection. Should one consider
that claim as a false alarm? What if most (but not all) of the
parameters characterizing ~A are fairly close to those of A?
Presumably experience with analyzing large sets of simu-
lated data, as in the current mock LISA data challenges,
will alert us if such issues arise very often in practice.
However if such issues arise only rarely, then our experi-
ence with this project suggests that a sound theoretical
understanding of the tails of the distribution could be
crucial, since even with powerful computer clusters it
could be difficult to sample the tails adequately with
simulations.
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APPENDIX: HEURISTIC INTRODUCTION TO
LARGE-DEVIATIONS THEORY AND

CORRESPONDENCE WITH EDGEWORTH
EXPANSION

Here we give a heuristic derivation of Chernoff’s for-
mula in large-deviations theory and discuss its relation to
the Edgeworth expansion. As before, let the sample mean
be

 Z �
1

N

XN
i�1

xi: (A1)

Now consider the modified cumulant generating functional
�� ~�� for the sample mean PDF PN�Z�. It is given by
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 �� ~�� � ln
Z
e ~�ZPN�Z�dZ � N ln

Z
e ~�x=Np�x�dx

� N����; (A2)

where � � ~�=N and where � is the modified cumulant
generating functional of the parent distribution. Now e ~�Z is
a rapidly increasing function of Z, while PN�Z� is rapidly
decreasing. Therefore one expects the integrand to be
sharply peaked, and the integral to be some constant C of
order 1 times that the value of the integrand at that maxi-
mum. [Of course, this is just Laplace’s method of estimat-
ing the integral (A2).] Define S�Z� 	 � lnPN�Z�. Then we
have just argued that �� ~�� is well approximated by

 �� ~�� � max
Z
f ~�Z� S�Z�g: (A3)

That is, �� ~�� is the Legrendre transform of S�Z�, which we
can invert to obtain

 S�Z� � max
~�
fZ ~���� ~��g (A4)

 � Nmax
�
fZ�� ����g: (A5)

Alternatively we may write

 PN�Z� � Ce�NI�Z� (A6)

where

 I�Z� � max
�

�Z� ����� (A7)

and C is a normalization constant determined a posteriori.
Clearly C is approximately given by C

NI00�0�=�2���1=2. This concludes our heuristic derivation
of Chernoff’s formula.

As a pedagogical example, consider the random variable
X defined as

 X �
XN
i�1

xi; (A8)

where xi is a random variable equalling �1 or �1 with
equal probability. The exact probability distribution for X
is a binomial, i.e.

 PN�X� �
N!

�N�X2 �!�
N�X

2 �!

�
1

2

�
N�1

�
N!


N2 �1�
Y���
N
p ��!
N2 �1�

Y���
N
p ��!

�
1

2

�
N�1

; (A9)

where Y � X=
����
N
p

measures how many standard deviations
away from the mean the variable X lies. As N tends to
infinity, we make use of the following refined version of
Stirling’s formula [12] to approximate (A9) as

 n! �
�������
2�
p

nn�1=2e�n exp
�

1

12n
�

	n
360n3

�
; (A10)

where the 	n are all bounded between 0 and 1. By sub-
stituting (A10) into (A9) and using Z � Y=

����
N
p

, we obtain
 

PN�Z� �
1����������

2�N
p �1� Z��N�1�Z�=2�1=2�1� Z��N�1�Z�=2�1=2

� exp
�

1

12N

�
1�

2

�1� Z�
�

2

�1� Z�

�

�
1

360N3

�
	N �

8	N�1�Z�=2

�1� Z�3
�

8	N�1�Z�=2

�1� Z�3

��
(A11)

By further expanding in terms of Z� 1 and keeping the
leading-order corrections in 1=N, we obtain
 

PN�X� �
1����������

2�N
p e��X

2=2N� exp
�

1

N

�
�

1

4
�
X2

2N
�

X4

12N2

�

� 
1�O�N�1��

�
; (A12a)

PN�Y� �
1�������
2�
p e��Y

2=2� exp
�

1

N

�
�

1

4
�

1

2
Y2 �

1

12
Y4

�

� 
1�O�N�1��

�
: (A12b)

Let us now derive the large-deviations prediction for
PN�Z�. First the cumulant generating functional is given by

 ���� � lnE
e�x� � ln�cosh��: (A13)

Maximizing I�Z� then yields

 Z �
d����
d�

� tanh�: (A14)

The rate function is therefore given by

 I�Z� � ZarctanhZ� ln
cosh�arctanhZ��

�
1

2
�1� Z� ln�1� Z� �

1

2
�1� Z� ln�1� Z�:

(A15)

This yields

 PN�Z� � C�1� Z��N�1�Z�=2�1� Z��N�1�Z�=2 (A16)

for some normalization constant C. Comparing this with
(A11), we see that it matches exactly the first line of (A11),
neglecting the small �1=2 term in each exponent. Large-
deviations theory however does not capture the higher-
order correction terms provided by that small �1=2 term
and the entire second line of (A11), which one needs to
obtain expansion (A12a). How does large-deviations the-
ory ‘‘fit in’’ with the central limit theorem and Edgeworth
expansion? For simplicity let us assume that p�x� is an
even function [i.e., p��x� � p�x�]; clearly PN�Z� is then
also even. Presumably the exponent NI�Z� appearing in
Chernoff’s formula is simply the lowest-order term in an
expansion in 1=N:
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PN�Z� �
�
N
d2I

dZ2 �0�=�2��
�

1=2

� e�N�I�Z��N
�1J�Z��N�2K�Z������: (A17)

Now expand each of I�Z�, J�Z�, and K�Z� as a power series
in Z:
 

I�Z� � �i2Z2 � i4Z4 � � � ��; (A18a)

J�Z� � �j0 � j2Z2 � j4Z4 � � � ��; (A18b)

K�Z� � �k0 � k2Z2 � k4Z4 � � � ��; (A18c)

where the constants j0; k0; � � � are required for properly
normalizing PN�Z� at each order in N. [There is no term i0
in the expansion of I�Z� because the prefactor 
N d2I

dZ2 �

�0�=�2���1=2 in Eq. (A17) ensures that PN�Z� is already
normalized at lowest order. Of course, i2 �

1
2
d2I
dZ2 �0�.]

Using Y2 	 NZ2, we can then rewrite Eq. (A17) as
 

PN�Y��e
�j0e�i2Y

2
exp

�
�

1

N
�k0�j2Y

2� i4Y
4��O�N�2�

�

�e�j0e�i2Y
2

�
1�

1

N
�k0�j2Y2� i4Y4��O�N�2�

�
:

(A19)

In this form the correspondence with the Edgeworth ex-
pansion becomes clear. The normalization of PN�Z� is
fixed by j0 and k0 to that order, and the i2 term represents
the central limit theorem result, with i2 � �2�2

x�
�1, and the

1=N terms are the leading-order corrections predicted by
the Edgeworth series. For each term in the Edgeworth
expansion, there is a piece that dominates at large Y. Of

course, this is the term that contains the highest power of Y,
e.g., the term i4Y

4 in Eq. (A19). Large-deviations theory
can be thought of as a clever way of summing up all these
terms to determine the dominant large-Y behavior.

Let us now show how this connection works for the
binomial distribution. In that case, the first two cumulants
are easily shown to be

 �2 � 1; �4 � �2: (A20)

Thus its Edgeworth expansion is given by [cf. Eq. (2.18)]

 PN�Y� �
1�������
2�
p e�Y

2=2

�
1�

1

12N
�Y4 � 6Y2 � 3�

�
: (A21)

If one expands the N-dependent exponential in (A12b) to
leading order, one obtains precisely (A21). Now from
(A11), we may identify the functions I�Z�, J�Z� and
K�Z� appearing in (A17) as
 

I�Z� �
1

2
�1� Z� log�1� Z� �

1

2
�1� Z� log�1� Z�;

(A22a)

J�Z� �
1

2
log�1� Z� �

1

2
log�1� Z�; (A22b)

K�Z� � �
1

12

�
1�

4

1� Z2

�
: (A22c)

By expanding each of these functions around Z � 0, we
obtain i2 � 1=2, i4 � 1=12, j0 � 0, j2 � �1=2, and k0 �
1=4. Substituting these values into (A19), we recover
precisely Eq. (A21).
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